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A Timeless and Spaceless
Quantum Theory of Consciousness
Jianfeng Li
ABSTRACT

In this article, a timeless and spaceless theory of consciousness in terms of quantum entanglement is proposed. It
is shown that time and consciousness can be spontaneously emerged and, thus, be defined by separating a
subsystem from a much bigger quantum system. The mass and relative distances are recognized as functions of
the entanglement entropies between separated systems, and the classical background space can be restored in
terms of these relative distances. We carefully examine the world with two coexisting consciousnesses. By
equivalence principle of consciousness, the criterion of whether an entity is conscious or not is formulated
implying that nowadays robots cannot be conscious. In addition, the relativity of intrinsic and extrinsic attributes of
consciousness is discussed which might reveal the intricate connections between material and spiritual worlds at
the deepest level. This relativity together with the new interpretation of mass further implies that consciousness
has a negative mass, but this counterintuitive prediction needs to be verified by future experiments.
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1. Introduction 1
The problem of consciousness, especially the
Hard Problem of consciousness, might be the
most challenging problem for human
intelligence because it seems to resist all kinds
of scientific investigations (Chalmers, 1995).
In the past thirty years, various models and
theories have been proposed to solve the
problems regarding the consciousness (de
Sousa, 2013). But Chalmers (1995) points out
that these theories including quantum theory
(Smith, 2006;2009) can at best solve the easy
problems of consciousness but always fall
short of the target when facing the hard
problem. Therein, he defines the easy
problems as those seem directly susceptible to
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the standard methods of cognitive science,
while the hard problems are those that seem to
resist those methods. In particular, the hard
problem is usually referred to the problem of
conscious experience. To solve the hard
problem, he proposes a double-aspect theory
of information (or dual aspect science (Hales,
2009)) which postulates that physical entities
have both extrinsic and intrinsic properties
and there are some mapping relationships
between these two different kinds of
attributes. Note that intrinsic and extrinsic
properties roughly correspond to implicate
and explicate orders in Bohm's theory of mind
and matter (1990).
However, the intrinsic and extrinsic
properties of a physical entity should be
relative depending on who is the observer. For
example, in my eyes my conscious experience
and some properties of the external world (e.g.
shape of a table) are extrinsic or explicate; but
for other people, my conscious experience will
become intrinsic because they will never know
what I am thinking about at the moment. We
www.neuroquantology.com
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believe that the relativity between intrinsic and
extrinsic properties holds the key to eventually
solving the Hard Problem as well as to
bridging the gap between dualism and
monism.
This article aims to develop a timeless
and
spaceless
quantum
theory
of
consciousness that can account for this
relativity of intrinsic and extrinsic properties
of consciousness. We will specially focus on
how to define consciousness, time, relative
distance and mass in this prespacetime theory.
2. Four Principles and Outline of the
theory
Our theory of consciousness is based on the
following
four
principles
(necessary
explanations are also given):
(i) The
quantum
superposition
principle is assumed to be universally correct.
This is the only principle of quantum theory
that can be employed in the current theoretical
construction for a prespacetime theory. There
are some other quantum theories of
consciousness (Smith, 2006; 2009; Hameroff,
1995; 2007; Hameroff and Penrose, 2003;
Mensky, 2013), but seldom is timeless and
spaceless. Further, it should be noted that in
many respects our theory can be seen as an
extended theory of Mensky's extendedEverett-interpretation (EEI) theory (2013;
2011; 2007) but our theory is without time and
space. We expect this retreat can present us a
broader view of consciousness.
(ii) Any physical property, that is
accessible by physical means, is extrinsic, and
it is nothing more and nothing less than the
relations of the entity to the rest of the world.
This principle is actually based on Leibnizian
philosophy regarding perception about
monads (Barbour, 2003). But our principle
does not deny the existence of the intrinsic
properties or conscious experience, which
cannot be detected by any physical
measurements. This principle is obviously
useful in restoring the concepts of time,
distance and mass in a timeless and spaceless
theory of consciousness: they are indeed
merely the relations specified by entanglement
entropies within the framework of quantum
theory. Entanglement entropies are the only
quantities that have physical meanings for a
timeless and spaceless quantum theory.
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(iii) Anthropic principle. We postulate
the fact that the consciousness can feel or
memorize the past largely determines the
configuration of the emergent time. The
requirement that the neighbouring instant
worlds should be closed to each other is indeed
a premise for a consciousness to memorize its
past, which is the key to interpret anthropic
principle in the current context. In some sense,
Barbour's time capsule and best-matching
method (1999) can be seen as another way of
implementation of the anthropic principle .
(iv)
Equivalence
Principle
of
Consciousness. Just like the equivalence
principle in general relativity, this principle is
derived from Leibniz's principle of sufficient
reason (Barbour, 2003) and it can be
understood from the following two levels.
First, any description of the universe dooms to
be the description of the universe in the eyes of
some consciousness. Second, the physical rules
of the universes in the eyes of two different
normal consciousnesses should be basically
the same, though specific contents may differ
and in particular the extrinsic and intrinsic
properties may exchange for two different
consciousnesses' worlds.
Based on the above principles, a super
quantum state will be firstly introduced in this
work. By separating a subsystem from this
quantum state, we found that it is possible to
define time through properly ordering the
orthonormal states of the subsystem in a
sequence. The Hamiltonian of the sequence
can be also defined during this process, but is
found to be not unique for each sequence. The
requirement of the quasi-uniqueness of
Hamiltonian (or physical rules) leads to the
quasi-uniqueness of the universe that
accompanied by the subsystem. The subsystem
can be then recognized as the premature
consciousness. By requiring the premature
consciousness to be able to remember the past,
it is found that the time has to branch into the
future and, therefore, free will is emerged. The
relative distance of systems will be defined in
terms of entanglement entropies between
these systems. It will be easily recognized that
the mass and gravity have been implicitly
contained in the definition of relative distance.
The usual background space can be restored
from the relative-distance configuration
(Barbour,
1974).
We
discuss
two
consciousnesses coexisting in the same
universe. By exchanging the viewpoints of
www.neuroquantology.com
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these two consciousnesses together with
equivalence principle of consciousness, we are
able to determine whether a system is
conscious or not. In particular, it is found that
the nowadays computer cannot be conscious.
Finally, the relativity of intrinsic and
extrinsic properties of consciousness will be
extensively discussed within the above
theoretical framework. In particular, we
introduce the concept of induced extrinsic
which might play an important role in the
understanding of phenomena related to
consciousness. Based on this relativity and the
new interpretation of mass, a very bold
prediction is presented claiming that
consciousness might have negative mass: the
entity bearing consciousness will lose some
weight during the formation of consciousness.
Unluckily, this prediction is found to be
difficult to verify in practice.
3. A Quantum State Contains Everything
But Tells Nothing
A super quantum state is firstly introduced
| D = Dd | d

(1)

d

where |d are N d orthonormal states and Dd
the complex numbers. It will be convenient to
name this super quantum state Dao.
At the moment | D is just an ordinary
quantum state in a N d dimensional Hilbert
space. It is timeless and spaceless or in other
words time, space, observables, Hamiltonian
and mass is not pre-defined within this
quantum state. Dao contains everything but
tells nothing.
Note that this super quantum state Dao
is similar to Bohm's wholeness (1980),
Mensky's pure existence (2013) and the wave
function in Wheeler-DeWitt's equation
(DeWitt, 1973). However, there are differences
between them: time exists in both Bohm's
wholeness and Mensky's pure existence while
time is absent in the wave function in
Wheeler-DeWitt's equation but it is equipped
with space.
4. Permutation of Orthonormal States
and Emergence of Time
4.1 Separation of a system from a super
quantum state
In Mensky's EEI theory (2013; 2011; 2007),
separation generates consciousness. It plays a

similar role in our theory. However separation
here not just produces consciousness but also
gives rise to all physical entities.
If the dimension of the super quantum
state Dao is a composite number, e.g.
N d = N m  N w , then we can decompose it as an
entangled state of a composite system of M
with dimension N m and W with dimension
N w (or product of two pure states). Generally,
such composite system can be expressed as
(2)

| D = C kj | M k  |W j .
k

j

The coefficients C kj should be equal to Dd . But
there are N d! different ways to assign (map
from) { Dd } to {C kj } if Dd are different from
each other. Since the order of the basis of M is
not important, there are actually N d!/ N m!/ N v!
different decompositions. If C kj can be
expressed as Ck C j , then M and W are two
separable, pure quantum states.
A case study. Consider
dimensional super quantum state

a

six

3
1
| D = | D1  | D2   | D3   3| D4   2| D5  | D6 
2
2

(not normalized). There are 6!/ 3!/ 2!= 60 ways
to separate a 2D subsystem from it. Two
typical ways are
3
1
| D = | M 1  |W1  | M 1  |W2   | M 1  |W3 
2
2
3| M 2  |W1   2| M 2  |W2  | M 2  |W3 

and
1
| D  = 3| M 1  |W1 | M 1  |W2  | M 1  |W3
2
.
3
 | M 2  |W1 | M 2  |W2  2| M 2  |W3
2

the

It is clear that the first one is indeed
product of two pure states, i.e.,

3
1
(| M 1   2| M 2  )( |W1  |W2   |W1  )
2
2

;

while

the

second one is a mixed state with entanglement
entropy S  0.36 .
In Barbour's relative-distance machian
theory (1974) the universe becomes nontrivial
unless it has more than three particles. In our
theory, the universe becomes nontrivial unless
| D has more than four dimensions. If | D is
two or three dimensional then there is only
one way to decompose | D as 1x2 (or 1x3)
www.neuroquantology.com
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which further corresponds to two particles
with one dimensional and two dimensional
freedoms, respectively. The point is that these
two particles must be two pure states, which
means they are totally unaware of each other,
so it is actually two trivial universes each with
only one particle. If the universe is four
dimensional, then the two particles each with
two dimensional freedom will be quantum
entangled with each other. If they are two
classic particles, the universe is still trivial
according to Barbour's argument (1974). But
there are three different ways to divide the
four dimensional quantum state into two
particles. Though for each way there are only
two particles, the pairs of particles in different
ways are correlated with each other to form a
nontrivial universe (even though it is still a
very boring universe).
We emphasize that separation or
decomposition of a bigger quantum state into
smaller ones is a very very important
mathematical skill in our theory which turns
nothing into everything.
4.2 Emergence of time
For a Dao equipped with a decomposition, we
shall name W the universe while M will be
recognized as consciousness if it satisfies
certain conditions. The first condition is
N w  N m  1 , and M and W are highly
entangled. If M and W are unentangled, then
M can simply not be able to feel W . N m will
be used to build the time so it cannot be small;
otherwise M will have a short, miserable
cyclic life. Other conditions will be given one
by one in the following context.
Consider

a

sequence
is a subset of M
with n  N m and define a sub-Dao based on this
permutation
PM = {| M1  ,| M2 ,...| M n  } which

| DP  = | M k  C kj |W j  ,
M

k

(3)

i

where the normalization factor dk is real and
 jCkjCkj* = 1 for each k . It is convenient to
define |Wk  =  jC kj |W j  as an instant NOW
(Barbour, 1999).
We have to further assume that the
is
changing
smoothly,
i.e.
|||Wk 1  |Wk  ||2 =  j || C( k 1) j  C kj ||2  1 for all k .

world

Otherwise it will soon be clear that time and
consciousness cannot be defined. In the
discussion section, we show that (not very
rigorous) for N w  N m  n , this condition can
be easily satisfied. Actually, the role of this
condition is similar to that of the best
matching in Barbour's timeless-world theory
(1999).
Nw  Nw

Let's check whether we can find a
matrix H jj  that satisfies
(5)

C ( k 1) j = ( jj   iH jj  )C kj
j

for all k and j , where  is a small constant
real number and  jj  = 1 if j = j ,  jj  = 0
otherwise. First the constraints of

C

and

to

C
j

( k 1) j

C (*k 1) j = 1

require

H

j

kj

C kj* = 1

be

a

hermitian. Second, there are N w2 unknowns
(the number of elements of the matrix) and
N w  n equations. Therefore, if n N w , i.e. the
order of permutation is bigger than the
freedom of the universe, there will be more
equations than the unknowns and we might
not be able to find a matrix H . However, by
the assumption, the freedom of the universe
should be much bigger than that of M, i.e.
N w  N m . Therefore N w  n which indicates we
have more than one solutions. We denote the
set of the solutions for the permutation PM as
{ H } P . For each solution Hl  { H } P , the
M
M
evolution of the universe can be expressed as

C

kj

|W j  = e

j

iH t
l

C

0 j

|W j  

(6)

j

which satisfies  Mk |[| D | DPM  ]= 0 . Note that

where

unless n = N m , the sub-Dao | DPM  will not equal

t  k

to Dao | D . One can always normalize
 jCkj |W j  for each k and put the

should be recognized as the time and Hl as
one of Hamiltonians of PM .

normalization factor out of the summation. In
this way we rewrite the above expression as
| DP  = dk | M k  C kj |W .
M

k

j

(4)

(7)

Note that the situation here is similar
to that of the quantum gravity (QG) theory
(Kiefer, 2007) and Barbour's timeless-world
theory (1999). In Barbour's theory (1999), the
time is defined through the procedure of best
www.neuroquantology.com
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matching of neighbouring instant NOWs. In
our theory, time emerges from the separation
of Dao into two subsystems: consciousness
and universe; and the space and mass can be
defined in the further separation of universe
into numerous subsystems.

Actually, the orthonormal states of M
can be possibly divided into several
unconnected chains as shown in Figure 2,
where each circle represents one orthonormal
state. Every two neighbouring states satisfy the
condition of  j || C (k1) j  C kj ||2  1 .

5. Quasi-Uniqueness of Hamiltonian
and Emergence of Premature
Consciousness
In the preceding section, we may have many
choices of Hamiltonian (or physical rules) for a
single universe which apparently contradicts
the intuition about our universe. Therefore, we
require that H i  H j for any two Hamiltonian
belong to { H } PM and this is the condition of
Quasi-uniqueness of Hamiltonian. This can be
achieved in the following way. If for each k ,
only about n coefficients C kj are not close to
zero, the dimension of the matrix H can be
effectively thought as n  n . Other elements of
H are not really vanished, but they are not
very important in determining the evolution
path of the universe W .

Figure 1. The schematic illustration of the profile of
||C kj |||W (t ) at time t = k .

If the Hamiltonian of the universe
satisfies this quasi-uniqueness condition, we
call the permutation PM as a premature
consciousness. In other word, if PM is a
premature consciousness, the number of nonzero elements of C kj must be about the time
segments of the consciousness, n.
For each k or t = k , a state |W j* (k ) or
|W (t ) with maximum || C kj || for all j is
selected to represent the universe state at time
t . In this way, we can plot || C kj || roughly along
the |W (t ) axis. Note that the plot of
||C kj |||W (t ) can be roughly seen as the wave
function of the instant NOW k spanning on
the basis {|W (t ) } . Because  j || C (k1) j  C kj ||2  1 ,
therefore the profiles of C kj and C(k 1) j must be
close to each other. This actually requires that
the profile of || C kj || for an instant NOW should
take the shape as shown in Figure 1 (if the
universe is symmetric about the time).
6. Implications of Branching of Time
and Human Consciousness
Usually a sequence PM = {| M1  ,| M2 ,...| M n  } with
length n will not exhaust all the orthonormal
states of the subsystem M.

Figure 2. The schematic illustration of the branching of M.

Actually, only the future-branching
case ( B3 in Figure 2) reflects the reality. In this
case, the shape of the || C kj || is half-peak where
the future half peak almost vanishes (see
Figure 3). The reason for this is that human
consciousness is able to aware of the past
other than future. Intuitively, the different
future branches cancel out the future half peak
because C kj can be positive or negative.
Unfortunately, we are not able to provide a
rigorous proof here and the mechanism of
awareness is not clear at the moment. But one
www.neuroquantology.com
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thing is sure, for the consciousness to be aware
of (or memorize) the past, the information of
the past must be stored in the coefficients C kj
in one way or another. On the other hand, if
the information of the future is also manifestly
contained in C kj , then the consciousness may
find some way to 'remember' the future.
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branch ahead, then the free will would be a
fake one (or an elusion), because everything in
the future has been exactly scheduled and no
real choice we can make for the future. In this
case the profile of ||C kj (t )|||W (t ) will be
symmetric about k (Figure 1), which means we
will also 'remember' the future! But anything
we remember should be defined as the 'past'.
Therefore, in this single-branch world the
consciousness might not be able to sense the
time passing. Because for the consciousness at
t = k , both | Mk 1  and | Mk 1  are its past. More
probably, the consciousness in this special
world cannot experience anything.
If the world is branching into both
and past, then the profile of
||C kj (t )|||W (t ) is a very narrow peak indicating
that M cannot remember anything and thus
cannot experience anything too. According to
the common sense of the consciousness, these
two types of premature consciousness are not
conscious.
future

Figure 3. The schematic illustration of the half-peak shape of
||C kj |||W (t ) at time t = k .

Therefore, we have defined the human
consciousness precisely in terms of quantum
states: For a quantum state (Dao) that can be
expressed as
| D = dm | M m  C mj |W j 
m

j

where {| M } are N m orthonormal states, if
there exists a sequence PM = {| M1  ,| M2 ,...| M n  }
with M k  { M } that satisfies
(i)  j || C (k1) j  C kj ||2  1
with | DPM  =  kdk | M k   wC kw | w
and  Mk |(| D | DPM  )= 0 for all k ;
(ii) N w  n ;
(iii)

The profile of the curve
is half-peak. For each k , except
for n none-zero C kj , all other || C kj || are
extremely close to zero.
||C kj (t )|||W (t )

Then we define the sequence PM as the
human consciousness and t = k as the time
with  a constant that should be related with
the Planck constant h . In the following
context, we may just set  =1 for simplicity.
If human consciousness is defined in
this way, then it can branch into future which
further indicates that human consciousness
has a free will. If there is only one future

From the above discussion, we learn
that the time symmetry is broken because
human consciousness can only 'remember' the
past and this is what we define the past; and
time can only lapse into the future that the
consciousness cannot 'remember' and this is
what we define the future. Note that the
anthropic principle has been employed in the
above discussions.
There is still one problem about the
future branching universe. If there is only one
physical (dynamical) rule, how can the past
evolves into future in different branches? It is
simply because there are more than one
physical rules (or Hamiltonian). For different
branches, H i  H j although they share the
same past. But we may have H i  H j . Actually
even for the same branch, there are also more
than one Hamiltonian that are different from
each other but closed to each other according
to the quasi-uniqueness properties of
Hamiltonian.
Indeed in the above discussions, we
have resolved the inconsistency between the
unitary evolution and wave function collapse
in quantum mechanics. The key is that the
unitary evolution or the Hamiltonian is not
pre-equipped and is not exactly unique. We
admit that if the evolutionary rule or
Hamiltonian is unique then there is probably
no wave function collapse at all. Therefore, our
www.neuroquantology.com
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interpretation of quantum mechanics is
different
from
Everett's
many-world
interpretation (Everett, 1957) and the
decoherence interpretation (Joos, 2003;
Kiefer, 2007) in this respect.
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violated and the shape of ||C kk  || cannot be
half-peak. So it should be a full peak but
narrow enough otherwise the consciousness is
able to know the future of the other
consciousness. We denote the width of this
peak as  and obviously 1    n.

7. Two Consciousnesses
Consider a consciousness PM = {| M1 ,| M2 ...| Mk  } .
It is assumed that there is another
consciousness M residing in the accompanied
universe of M , i.e., |W  =| M  |W . The sub-Dao
| DP  is rewritten as
M
  |W  ].
| DP  = dk | Mk [Ckk j | M
k
j
M

k

(8)

k , j

If the consciousness M is deeply entangled
with W  , then the quantum state
 k, jCkk j | M k  |W j will also become a Dao for
each k which indicates that M might form a
consciousness for a single k . What this really
means is that when you are staring at your
conscious friend, your friend's consciousness
might have been through a whole life in a very
narrow time span ( t =  ). To avoid this
possibly odd situation, it is required that M is
only slightly entangled with W  . Therefore,
| DP  can be approximately written as
M
  C |W .
| DP  = dk | Mk  C kk | M
k   kj
j
M

k

k

(9)

j

Note that the states kCkk  | M k   cannot be
totally orthogonal with each other. Otherwise,
there exists one-to-one mapping from | M k  to
kCkk | M k   and therefore M k and kCkk | M k  
are actually the same consciousness. This also
indicates that M cannot be totally entangled
with M , otherwise they will be the identical
consciousness.
Let's focus on the shape of ||C kk  || .
Suppose it is also half-peak on the past side
just as that of || C kj || . The sub-Dao | DPM  can be
also written as,
consciousness M

in

the

eyes

  C | M  C |W 
| DP  = dk  | M
k   k k
k  k j
j
M

k

k

of

the

(10)

j

where C k k = C kk  (if we assume dk   dk ). Then it
is not difficult to show that ||C k k || is half-peak
on the future side which is obviously different
from that of ||C kk  || (Figure 4). Therefore, the
equivalence principle of consciousness is

Figure 4. The schematic illustration of the difference between
 and || C || M .
|| C kk  || M
k
k k
k

We emphasize that exchanging the
viewpoints of two consciousness in Dao is
another important mathematical technique in
the theory of consciousness.
8. Is Robot Conscious
Consider a robot that is running by some
complicated program. We abstract the robot
using a sequence of states {| R1  ,| R2 ,...| Rr  } that
are orthogonal with each other. Our primary
conclusion is that a nowadays robot cannot be
conscious.
(1) For the robot to be conscious, the
integer r has to be extraordinary big in the first
place because the robot has to use these states
to reconstruct the seemly continuously flowing
www.neuroquantology.com
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time. But for nowadays computer or robot, r
cannot be comparable with n or N m .
(2) More importantly, if robot is
conscious, then | DPM  should be written as
k

l

reflect the relations among these entities. The
entanglement entropy between entities E 1 and
E 2 is defined as S E E  ( S E  S E  S[ E E ] )/ 2 .
1 2
1
2
1 2

(11)

| DP  = dk | M k  C kl | Rl  C kj |W j.
M

entropies S E1 , S E2 and S[ E1 E2 ] which actually

j

According to the discussion in the above
section, for each time being t = k , the robot
state is actually a superposition state of
roughly  states, which is certainly against the
deterministic nature of the programming of
the robot.
(3) On the other hand, there might be
several k (several instant NOWs) that
correspond to the same robot state. Then in
the view of robot, the world and the
consciousness
are
both
highly
M
superpositional. The robot might have a very
difficult time to discriminate or experience
these blur worlds in order to develop any
meaningful concepts. For example, suppose
k = 1,2,3 corresponds to a given l, then for Rl ,
we have
| Rl [d1 | M 1   d2 | M 2   d3 | M 3  ][|W (1)
 |W (2) |W (3) ].

(4) Finally, the deterministic nature of
the robot indicates that it has no free will. As
discussed in the section V, no free will actually
means no sensation and no consciousness.
Nevertheless, our theory does not turn
down the possibility that a robot can be clever
or intelligent or even creative. In addition, it
should be noted that robots based on other
techniques can be conscious because human
being is an example.
9. Distance, Gravitation and Mass of
Consciousness
For an instant NOW, consciousness M and
universe W are two pure states. As in Figure 5,
the pure state W can be further decomposed
E1 ,
E2
into
and W  expressed
as
|W  = e e wC e e w | Ee  | Ee  |Ww  . The entries of the
1 2
1
2
1 2

density

calculated

as

e e =  e ,wC e e wC *e e w , and those of  E2

are

1 1

matrix
2

1 2

obtained
e e

 
1 2 e1 e2

E

1

1 2

are

similarly.
We
define
[ E E ] .
as
the
entries
of
1 2
1 2

=  wC e e wC *e e w
1 2

Based on these density matrices, one can easily
obtain the corresponding entanglement

Figure 5. For an instant NOW, E1 , E 2 and W  consist of a
pure quantum state. The distance between E1 and E 2 is
completely determined by the relations of E1 and E 2 with
respect to W  specified by the density matrices  E ,  E
1
2
and  E E .
1 2

It is expected that any physical
quantities, such as relative distance, related
with E1 and E2 should be defined as functions
of these three entropies (see principle (ii) in
Section 2). It is easy to see that bigger S E1 E2
corresponds to smaller relative distance and
therefore the simplest distance function that
one can make up takes the following form
dE

1 E2

=

SE SE
1

2

SE

.

(12)

E
1 2

By exchanging the positions of d E1 E2 and S E1 E2 ,
it is not difficult to recognize that the above
equation is also the equation of gravitation
where S E1 E2 is the gravity potential, S E1 and
SE

2

are actually the masses of entities E1 and

E 2 . In addition, it has following implications:

(i) Mass
actually
measures
the
connections of an entity to the rest of
the world. According to this definition,
mass is approximately additive. For
example,
mE E = mE  mE  2 S E E  mE  mE
since
1 2
1
2
1 2
1
2
normally mEi  S E1 E2 .
www.neuroquantology.com
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(ii) Gravity appears inevitably as long as
there is relative distance between
systems.
(iii) The mass of rest of world with respect
to E1 can be computed as exactly the
same as the mass of E1 . For example,
the mass of a universe excluding an
electron is actually the mass of that
electron. In this connection, we can
safely set the total mass of the universe
to be zero. It should be noted that this
result is coincident with that of
Wheeler-DeWitt equation in quantum
gravity theory which actually states the
total energy of the universe is zero.
Based on the implication (i), we
postulate that during the formation of a
consciousness, the brain will lose some weight,
i.e., consciousness has a negative mass! This
counterintuitive hypothesis can be easily
understood by examining the formation of
consciousness. It is expected that during the
formation of consciousness lots of elementary
particles behave as a whole and some
connections of the particle to the rest of the
world are transformed into intrinsic properties
(or inner freedoms) of the consciousness. The
disappearing of the connections will cause a
weight loss of the consciousness according to
implication (i). Obviously, this hypothesis
violates the conservation law of mass (energy).
According to Noether's theorem, the
conservation law of mass (energy) originates
from the differentiable symmetry of action
with respect to time and but there is no such
symmetry in the current theory. Instead, the
conservation law of mass (energy) is
approximately correct: the density matrix  E1
is actually tracing over (or averaging over) the
rest of world, if the freedom of the rest of
world is much bigger than that of E1 than the
entanglement entropy S E1 will approximately
remain unchanged.
It is possible to estimate the mass of
consciousness. If for each instant NOW,
consciousness M will split into two copies and
total possible length of M is N m then total
freedom of M will be roughly 2 N m 1  1 (other
branches have been ignored). The entropy will
be S  N m ln2 = mc 2T /  = mc 2 nt p /  with c the
light speed, nt p the life span of the
consciousness M and t p the Planck time.
Therefore,

| m |

N m  ln 2
N
 1.51  10 5 m gram.
2
nt p c
n

(13)

If N m / n is big then this amount of mass loss
can be detected by an extremely delicate
experiment. Hopefully in the near future, we
can really test this hypothesis. It will be
exciting if the hypothesis is true because it is
so counterintuitive. Further, it will provide a
very simple physical means to determine
whether a robot is conscious or not: just put it
on the scale!
10. Relativity of Intrinsic and Extrinsic
For each instant NOW, M and W are
disentangled and it is impossible for the
consciousness M to feel about universe W .
But if a time span t = t0  t0  t is taken into
consideration, all instant NOWs in this time
span can be added together to form a bigger
k
pure state  k2dk | M k   iC ki |Wi  with t0 = k1t p and
1

(Figure 6). For a given
consciousness M and a given time span t M ,
the extrinsic properties is strictly defined as
those properties that can be described by the
density matrices directly related to M . Herein,
perception of M and inner structures are
extrinsic while relations inside W (for example
S E ) are intrinsic. If all relations inside W are
1
t0  t = k2t p

intrinsic, then it is obviously impossible for M
to perceive mass, distance and other
properties of matters which are actually the
relations in W . This is certainly not true in the
real world. Actually, these properties can be
deduced from the perception of M specified
by the density matrix  MW (t M ) for different
time span t M . Accordingly, we introduce the
concept of induced extrinsic properties as
those properties inside W that will
approximately remain unchanged when time
span t M approaches zero. Note that all
physical quantities are actually induced
extrinsic, which can be approached by
scientific investigations. We should take
extrinsic and induced extrinsic as simply
extrinsic, and others as intrinsic. For example,
for consciousness M the perceptions of


consciousness M are intrinsic (Figure 7).

www.neuroquantology.com
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Figure 6. Several instant NOWs with time span t M  0 are
added together to form a bigger pure state. For a given
consciousness M and a given time span t M , the extrinsic
properties is strictly defined as those properties that can be
described by the density matrices directly related to M .
Herein, perception of M and inner structures are extrinsic.

More discussions about relativity of
intrinsic
and
extrinsic
properties
of
consciousness are presented as follow: (i) The
time span t M is usually about the order of 1
second. (ii) If induced extrinsic is taken into
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account then the border between intrinsic and
extrinsic is actually a little blur, which may
correspond to the uncertainty principle in
quantum mechanics (note that we did not
include this principle into our theory at the
beginning). (iii) Because the induced extrinsic
properties will roughly remain unchanged
when time span approaches zero, so it is
sufficient to study the induced extrinsic
properties only by investigating some instant
NOW where M and W are two disentangled
pure states (see the preceding section for
example). (iv) For a given t , we can define a
quantum state | DW *  =|W * (t )(C m | M m  ) such
that W * (t )|(| D | DW *  )= 0 , where the definition
of |W *  is referred to Figure 3. The inner
structures of consciousness M at time t are
encoded in the quantum state  mCm | Mm  .
Note that this state is dual to the  iC ki |Wi  .
Therefore, if you are interested in material
world you should focus on the quantum state
iC ki |Wi  . On the other hand, if you are
abstracted by the spiritual world then
mCm | Mm  will be a better choice.

Figure 7. The induced extrinsic properties is defined as those that can approximately remain unchanged when t M is
approaching zero. Obviously, perception of M is not induced extrinsic for M . This figure also expresses the equivalence
principle of consciousness.

11. Discussion
11.1 Quasi-Continuous Condition
In section 4.2, we have imposed a quasicontinuous condition for neighboring W 's, i.e.
 j ||C(k1) j  Ckj ||2  1 . This condition actually
imposes constraints on the coefficients Dd and
the decomposition of Dao. But it will be nice if

this condition can be automatically (or
naturally) satisfied.
It will be natural to assume that the
coefficients Dd of | D are a series of random
complex numbers. In following context, we
will give a simple illustration (NOT a proof)
about how to generate these quasi-continuous
www.neuroquantology.com
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from this setting. Firstly, we should note
that N d = N w  N m with Nd , N w and N m
dimensions of Dao | D , universe |W  and
consciousness
,
respectively,
and
M
N d  N w  N m  1 . We assume that N w
coefficients of { Dd } have been already assigned
to C 0 j . The problem is reduced to find another
coefficients in the left ( N m  1) N W
Nw
coefficients of { Dd } to assign to C 1 j in order
C kj

that

 || C
j

1j

 C 0 j ||2  1 . C 0 j

can be thought as a

point on a 2 NW dimensional unit sphere with
area   Nw . There are (( N m  1) N w )!/ N w!
different ways to choose C 1 j from { Dd } , which
corresponds to (( N m  1) N w )!/ N w! different
points on the 2 NW dimensional unit sphere.
Because Dd are random complex numbers, so
these points can be roughly thought as
randomly distributed on the sphere and on
average every point occupies an area of
N
  w N w!/ (( N m  1) N w )! which is extremely small.
Therefore, it is possible to find a point that is
sufficiently close the given point C 0 j . Let the
point be

C1 j .

Then we have

 || C
j

1j

 C 0 j ||2  1 .

Repeating the above procedure, we can find
C 3 j , C 4 j ...... C nj with n  N m .
11.2 Objectivity and the Undefined Past
According to our theory, the universe is
completely determined by the way of the
decomposition of the super quantum state Dao
and thus by the accompanied consciousness.
Therefore, it seems that the objectivity of the
universe is lost. But it should be noted that
Dao is objective and the universe is mostly
determined by the original structure of Dao.
When a consciousness is a consciousness, it is
already there and it actually makes no choice.
Certainly, the consciousness does not really
determine the structure of universe.
By the current theory, the far past and
the time before a consciousness is alive are
actually not defined at all. It might indicates
that all things happened before I was born
were actually not real. It is true in my eyes but
not in my parents' eyes. So the history can be
constructed by gluing many consciousness'
accompanied universes together thanks to the
quasi-uniqueness of the Hamiltonian. But
what about the universe when there is no
consciousness in it? The universe without any
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consciousness is really not defined and
meaningless in our theory. So it is also
meaningless to talk about Big Bang in our
theory. Nevertheless, one can always do the
extrapolation using the Hamiltonian to obtain
the further past without any consciousness.
12. Conclusions
In this article, we have developed a general
theoretical framework for the study of
consciousness
in
terms
of
quantum
entanglement. By separating a subsystem from
a quantum state, we are able to define both
time and the consciousness in a relatively
precise and manageable way. Relative distance
and mass can be also defined in terms of
entanglement entropies between physical
entities separated from a pure quantum state.
Two consciousnesses' situation is also
discussed, which might indicates that the
nowadays computers cannot be conscious.
Relativity of intrinsic and extrinsic properties
of consciousness is specially discussed. Based
on this relativity and the new interpretation of
mass, we postulate that consciousness has a
negative mass but this bold hypothesis still
needs to be justified by experiments.
It should be noted that the current
theory is far from being perfect and there are
still many unresolved and challenging
problems within the theory. For example, why
is background space of our universe is
approximately three dimensional? Can we
explain this in terms of relative distances? Can
we generate a correct mass spectrum of
elementary particles based on our new
interpretation of mass? What is the
mechanism behind the transformation of the
intrinsic properties in W into induced
extrinsic? Tackling these problems might take
a whole life time. But on the other side
challenge always means opportunities.
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